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 Today, different economic, political and social sanctions have been imposed by 

countries that have power in developing countries, which some are traditionally. Given 
the importance of economic and political independence, the resistive economy is 

intended to be as an alternative strategy for developing applications victorious. 

Economy resistive actually is the tolerance power of the economy, economic agility or 
in other words, the response of the economy in the face of sanctions and external threats 

that by placing it in the forefront of policy enforcement as a measure of government 

executive operations, will brought flourishing in the economy. The resistive economy 
as a strategic approach to international economic changes and economic conditions, 

changes sanctions into opportunity for economic prosperity in the country. This paper 

addresses the issue of resistive economy which can serve as a good economic model in 
terms of sanctions, to pass countries of economic problems including Iran. And review 

the crises and threats from the perspective of strategic management .The methodology 

used in this paper has been done through a combination of library and reviewing 
studies. Data in this study is collected from the internal and external exploring papers 

and analysts’ comments and it is concluded that in economic straits. Massive internal 

components of Iran by enjoying the right of resistive econometric model have a 
fundamental role on passing the economic constraints. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Sanctions is a political instrument to force a at the international level by the dominant countries of the world 

system which on Iran these sanctions are fundamentally focused on the economic conditions, the economic 

system of Iran is a mixed kind, In other words, the private section works in the economic activities and also 

government monitors  it. The United States of America, according to the principle of "extraterritorial jurisdiction 

“is attempting to impose a variety of sanctions against Iran that this rule is a serious conflict with the laws of 

other countries, Sanctions against Iran which reaches 170 are not only from the United States of America, but 

also of the United countries with America and international institutions such as the Security Council and Union of 

Europe as well. In our present situation in Iran, Economic problems are such as high rates of inflation and 

unemployment the lack of a suitable model for economic crisis. Despite the undeniable effort and try of officials 

on facing with the overall measurements of west, for economy cluttering, it must be included in development 

plans by implementing a model of economic challenges in particular stand sanctions, Iran to bypass the current 

economic challenges needs a new design an economic model that provides a mechanism to achieve development 

so in certain circumstances, such as economic sanctions, leads to economic stability. We want to know, that can 

by using the economic model of resistance pass the sanctions and economic problems? We study the resistive 

economy with its components and traits to study its compliance with the economic conditions of Iran. 

  

Literature And History Of Research: 

 Iran's economy is affected by Islam rules. Iran is facing a variety of sanctions; some of them (such as the 

Sanctions Bank) are unprecedented in the world. And there isn’t on western economic theory and resistive 
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economy as well as in any other book, Specific scientific and theoretical background to deal with it. But the 

theoretical literature in Iran can study the relationship between the resistive economy, entrepreneurial orientation 

and knowledge management which confirms the relationship between EO and resistive economy [1]. And the 

article of resistive economy, introduce it as development strategy for locating to the first place in all aspects of 

perspective [2]. And also the resistive economy article, knows resistive economy a solution to pass sanctions 

(Case Study: Islamic Republic of Iran) which creates stability in the economy and uncertainty in the face of 

external shocks [3]. 

 

The Needs And Importance Of Research: 

 Countries such as Syria, North Korea and Cuba have been sanctioned ,the imposed country by means of 

economic sanctions to those countries want to achieve their political goals in these countries, therefore, it must be 

our model for economic development  that in Iran , there must be an appropriate economic to the currently 

circumstances. The economy of sanctioned countries is not alike developed countries and don’t have widespread 

economic cooperation at the international level. Given the importance of economic and political independence in 

this regard, the resistive economy was introduced by the leader in a group of entrepreneurs on 06.16.2010. The 

resistive economy is endogenous, this means that the use of natural resources and human resources that are 

internal, it can grow and develop. Also it is not introverted, since have economic interaction with all countries 

among the 15 neighboring countries. And it is public because realized the people presence and capitalize and the 

government takes the responsibility for planning and preventing corruption, and also it is based on science, 

scientists, skilled craftsmen, experienced farmers and workers. In addition, to attending to the National 

Development and production of GDP, it focuses on economic justice and social justice; these components can be 

seen on (Figure 1). 

 
 

Fig. 1: Components of Resistive Economy. 

 

 Resistive economy is as a strategic approach against international economic changes that changes economic 

conditions and sanctions into opportunities for the prosperity of the country under sanctions in the economic 

area. 

 

The abilities of iran: 

 Iran is one of the ten countries which have, gas supplies, and oil and mineral deposits in the world and due 

to the geopolitical situation, which is quite exceptional, the opportunity to earn substantial foreign exchange 

reserves can be used and has climate variability with the difference of 40 degree temperatures between the 

coldest and warmest parts that tend to invest in various agricultural products and potentially has highly 

vulnerable manpower and the manpower to actually be educated and empowered and have a long history of 

civilization and is among the top ten countries in terms of cultural heritage and the first five countries in terms 

of ecotourism that If it these features are attended properly, we can become one of the most important tourism 

pillar, Iran's economy is endowed with abundant labor and vast energy resources that can be particularly 

competitive in attracting foreign investment to the country. [3] Government in partnership with the people and 

the capacity of public and private sector can prepare the proper economic context and by strengthening of the 

country's educated workforce, can pass the challenges. 

 

Ways to deal with sanctions: 

     There are several ways to deal with sanctions, one of them is to thwart a compromise or circumvent the 

sanctions, and they tolerate one another and the sanctions which are called austerity economy. Other case is 
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resistive economy that transformed sanctions into opportunities for growth.  It should be noted that we don’t 

know resistive economy with the austerity economy alike, since on austerity economy, the sanctioned country 

will tolerate these sanctions and it is cross-sectional and short-term, because the problems have been resolved 

with time and there is no need to austerity economy, but resistive economy in all time periods of the economy is 

effective for the sanctioned country, and helps to increase self-efficacy and its economy independent against 

sanctioning countries. Table 1 tells some fundamental differences between austerity economy and resistive 

economy. 

 
Table 1: Differences in resistive economy to austerity economy. 

Resistive economy Austerity Economy 

Long-Term Policy Short-Term Policy 

Comprehensive Plan In All Aspects of Economic Limited Economic Plan 

Increase the Strength of A Nation Stepped Out of A Nation 

All The Problem Responsibilities On Government All The Problem Responsibilities On People 

   
Resistive Economy: 

      The resistive economy means that we move towards domestic production to grow 8% prosperity and not let 

work force to be unemployed, in the community. On the resistive economy rather than a slogan, it is planned 

that import does not be done frequently but it is added to domestic production. Resistive economy is an 

economic model which is effective with supporting of the Iranian capital and innovation, using the capacities 

and internal features and lack of dependence on oil export revenues, It is clear to everyone that the centrality of 

resistive economic is to support national production and national consumption pattern. Resistive economic 

benefits are that European and United States crisis are not affective on the Iranian economy. Inflation rate was 

equivalent to 6.9%and 9% in 1985 and 1990 respectively [4], because in those years the import of goods and 

services was banned and it was relied on national production. And the economy has been observed, as the 

resistive economy has expressed. In conclusion it can be said that Iran has the ability to run. And the 

government can use the internal capabilities and steps toward economic growth with increasing productivity 

firms and allowing entering the private sector. The problem also lies ahead in the Iran that the country 

authorities must stand with national determination to behind them. Of course some difficulties such as, 

brokering and lack of awareness should not be ignored. Resistive economic issues should be properly cultured 

among people and this is the agents’ duties that should be more vigilant and more tolerant to improve the 

welfare of the people. Protectionism, Implementation of Article 44 (which it aims to accelerate national 

economic growth and increasing the overall level of employment); Attending to the elites and the use of new 

technologies, are some important issue in resistive economy. Another important issue is the reliance on oil 

revenue and dependence on imports, which cause great damage to the economy substrate. 

        Utilization of domestic capacity to confront their enemies and sanctions certainly will pass a country from 

the current crisis. Officials can identify the sanctions effects on economic variables such as inflation, the level of 

total output and the general price level and plan to frustrate. Due to the strength points of the internal and 

external threats, provide conditions that threats become opportunities. The Supreme Leader stressed that 

resistive economy, is a public economy.it means that the people, the capital of people, the demand and 

consumption of people, the power of people’s innovation should be seen as an opportunity and attend on the 

economy with more focused management plans. [5] To establish the resistive economy in the country, some 

conditions and requirements is needed at first that must be established that some of them are evident on (Table 

2). 

By using the experience of the sixties decades, and three decades, it acknowledged that resistive economy could 

pass country from its severe economic crisis. Then, with proper management, convert threats and crisis to 

unparalleled opportunities in order to progress in the economic area. Now, we close to answer this question that, 

can resistive economy passes Iran from economic constraints and sanctions? Yes, Due to the economic 

empowerment of Iran and resistive economy characteristics, it can be considered as an economic strategy, since 

Iran has all necessary internal conditions and geographical situation for the resistive economy. Resistive 

economy is a scientific economic model, appropriate for the circumstances under sanctions and due to changes 

in the international economic and social developments; it can be used for all countries. Resistive economy 

means to strong economic base. By looking at the current situation and economic problems, resistive economy 

can overcome the economic problems and achieve to overall independence. 

 

Foreign Ideas: 

       Professor Noam Chomsky, a famous critic, believed in Chatham House “Foreign policy think tank in 

London “said that sanctions and penalties are not effective in Iran. [6] He also believes that sanctions against 

Iran are increasing national cohesion. [7] 

 According to East news, Russian Professor Gennady also believes that the economy is measured by 

resistance measures to counter sanctions against Iran and the West will strengthen the foundations of the 
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economy and, if will be succeed in this type of economy, the resistance economy would be a model for 

development of independent countries in the world. [8] 

 
Table 2: Resistive economy requirements. 

Resistive Economy Requirements 

1-Publication the Economy 

2- Promoting Simple Living 

3- The Modification of Consumption Patterns. 

4- Protection of National Production 

5- Self-Reliance 

6-Sufficiency 

7- Identifying the Precise Problems 

8-Precise Tracking Problems. 

9- The Use of Internal Capacity 

10 -Strengthening Human Educated Workforce 

11 -Iranian Support of Labor and Capital 

12- Innovation 

13 -Maximum Use of Capacity and Facilities 

14-Economic Transformation Through the Implementation of Article 44 

15-Reduce Dependency on Oil Exports 

16-Formed Organizations to Economic Corruption 

17-Empower the Private Sector 

18- Expansion of Social Security 

        

Conclusions: 

       In the passing 35 years, Iran has problems such as inflation and unemployment in the future. With a 

fantastic geographical location (Interaction of 15neighboring countries businesses linking North and South 

maritime) Mineral resources, nuclear energy, scientific developments, popular participation,  

 institutionalizing a culture of simple living, Protection of domestic production, goods consumption 

produced within the field of economic endeavor; using all of the available resources within the country, 

economic justice, striving for self-reliance, conservation, eradication of discrimination and poverty in particular, 

People's experiences and advice of economists and academics by religious people can resist against the 

economic crisis and the sanctions and conditions of disadvantage that power countries have imposed in Iran 

which lead to economic growth.  

       Due to the economic sanctions against Iran, the only Iran's strategic approach that can pass this critical 

situation, is an economy which is relying on domestic production and to academic strengthen brought the 

country's non-reliance on oil revenue and that is the result of the economy's resistance. Geographical and 

geopolitical position of Iran is stating that resistive economy can serve as a good economic model in terms of 

sanctions; to pass Iran from economic problems. A separate TV  with the aimed to change consumption patterns, 

underlying the use of local products, education, and household consumption, reduce the administrative 

procedures for entrepreneurs and manufacturers, proper budgeting of domestic production, Increased tariffs on 

foreign goods, mainstreaming the environment Scientific Articles, attending to national needs, the annual budget 

of the country's non-oil sources and accurate study on implementing solutions ,are some of the  proposed 

policies. 
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